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Abstract— Efficient diagnosis procedures are crucial both 

for volume and for in-field diagnosis. In either case the under-

lying test strategy should provide a high coverage of realistic 

fault mechanisms and support a low-cost implementation. 

Built-in self-diagnosis (BISD) is a promising solution, if the 

diagnosis procedure is fully in line with the test flow. However, 

most known BISD schemes require multiple test runs or modi-

fications of the standard scan-based test infrastructure. Some 

recent schemes circumvent these problems, but they focus on 

deterministic patterns to limit the storage requirements for 

diagnostic data. Thus, they cannot exploit the benefits of a 

mixed-mode test such as high coverage of non-target faults and 

reduced test data storage.  

This paper proposes a BISD scheme using mixed-mode pat-

terns and partitioning the test sequence into “weak” and 

“strong” diagnostic windows, which are treated differently 

during diagnosis. As the experimental results show, this im-

proves the coverage of non-target faults and enhances the 

diagnostic resolution compared to state-of-the-art approaches. 

At the same time the overall storage overhead for input and 

response data is considerably reduced. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A seamless interplay between efficient test and diagnosis 

techniques is the key to a fast yield ramp-up of the manu-

facturing process. Also for in-field diagnosis a fine-grained 

chip-level diagnosis is of growing importance. In a recent 

research project funded by the German Government, for 

example, companies of the complete supply chain work 

together to improve the analytic and diagnostic capabilities 

of electronic control units (ECUs) in automobiles down to 

chip and logic level [8]. Ideally, a single test run should 

provide enough information to analyze failures with a high 

diagnostic resolution.  

With respect to testing, built-in self-test (BIST) offers 

many advantages, such as low cost test application and re-

use of the test infrastructure throughout all phases of the 

system life cycle. While pure pseudo-random BIST, also 

referred to as LBIST, may be affected by insufficient fault 

coverage, a fully deterministic test may require too much 

storage, even if the test patterns are highly compressed. 

Mixed-mode BIST combines the advantages of pseudo-ran-

dom and deterministic test. Here, pseudo-random patterns 

are used to cover most of the faults, including non-target 

faults, and deterministic patterns are needed only for the 

hard to test faults. Many powerful approaches for mixed-

mode BIST have been proposed, most of them reusing the 

pseudo-random pattern generator as part of the decompres-

sor for encoded deterministic test data. Examples can be 

found in [14][15][16][20][21][22][26][29][30][33]. 

Concerning diagnosis, most of the schemes for built-in 

diagnosis follow a multi pass strategy. The test configura-

tion is changed during repeated test runs to identify the 

failing scan cells or vectors in a first step [5][13][23][24] 

[27][32], then known algorithms for logic diagnosis are 

applied to find the actual fault location [1][2][11][31]. Smart 

compaction schemes allow a more efficient identification of 

failing scan cells during embedded test, but here the output 

data are evaluated for each pattern or even for each scan 

cycle [19][25][28]. In direct diagnosis, the fault location in 

the logic is directly determined from a compacted test 

response [6][7]. Signature-based diagnosis, for example, 

computes a MISR signature for each pattern and performs 

diagnosis directly on the failing signatures [7]. However, as 

a reference signature is needed for each test pattern, this 

scheme is not suitable for an autonomous built-in self-diag-

nosis (BISD).  

To reduce the amount of reference data to be stored, the 

XP-SISR scheme introduces extreme space compaction 

before generating the signatures [12]. In contrast to that in 

[9][10] a window-based diagnosis is proposed, where signa-

tures are computed and analyzed for contiguous subse-

quences of several patterns. Both the XP-SISR and the 

window-based diagnosis scheme work with considerably 

reduced response data and support a fully autonomous BISD 

in a single test run. Nevertheless, combining these schemes 

with mixed-mode BIST is not straightforward, because long 

sequences of pseudo-random patterns would drive the stor-



age requirements for the response data beyond acceptable 

limits. Therefore these schemes are implemented using 

rather short pseudo-random sequences only, and the pseudo-

random test is treated in the same way as the deterministic 

test. This results in a two-fold hardware penalty. On the one 

hand, the test data storage for the deterministic patterns is 

larger than necessary, and on the other hand, the response 

data for the pseudo-random sequence grow extremely high 

even for a limited number of patterns.  

A recent approach for volume diagnosis in conjunction 

with LBIST addresses this problem by working only on a 

sample of the pseudo-random patterns [3]. But failures out-

side the sample space must be analyzed in a second pass. 

This paper presents a new approach to combine mixed-

mode BIST with a fully autonomous BISD. The test is 

partitioned into “strong” and “weak” diagnostic windows, 

which are treated differently. Experimental results show that 

this way the overall storage requirements for deterministic 

test data and for response data can be minimized while 

keeping high fault coverage and providing a high diagnostic 

resolution in a single test run. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II 

summarizes the basic ideas of the underlying diagnostic 

procedure for deterministic patterns. Subsequently, the new 

approach for mixed-mode diagnosis is introduced in Section 

III. Finally, Section IV presents an experimental study vali-

dating the new approach. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The new scheme for mixed-mode diagnosis uses the 

window-based diagnosis proposed in [9][10], which is fully 

compatible with the STUMPS architecture [4]. The test is 

partitioned into windows W1, ..., WN, and for each window a 

cumulative signature is computed and compacted as shown 

in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: Window-based diagnosis with compacted signatures. 

At the end of each window the obtained MISR signature 

is copied to a shadow-MISR. While the test continues nor-

mally with the next window, the shadow MISR runs in auto-

nomous mode as long as the first pattern is applied. As 

demonstrated in [10], this way fault effects are distributed 

over the MISR randomly, and it is sufficient to observe only 

o bits of the shadow-MISR. The observed bits are compared 

to the respective reference data stored in the response mem-

ory. If a mismatch is detected, the complete signature is 

stored in the fail memory together with the index of the test 

window. 

The diagnostic analysis of the fail memory is based on the 

conditional stuck-at fault model [17]. For each line v, the 

conditional stuck-at faults cond_0_v and cond_1_v are 

considered, where the condition cond describes arbitrary 

Boolean or timing properties. If cond is met, the fault is 

active and the line is forced to either 0 or 1. For instance, 

(v-1=0  v=1)_0_v describes a slow-to-rise fault. To deal 

with complex defect mechanisms a relationship between 

observed fault effects and activating patterns can be estab-

lished in cond. For a pattern sequence P = (p1, ..., pn) and a 

circuit line v, the conditional stuck-at fault (pi | P)_0_v sets v 

to ‘0’ as long as pi is active in the pattern sequence P. In the 

same way, the conditional stuck-at fault (pi | P)_1_v sets v to 

‘1’ when the pattern pi occurs in P. 

As an entry in the fail memory corresponds to an ob-

served signature Sobs(W) for a window W = (p1, …, pn), the 

conditional stuck-at faults (p1 | W)_0_v, …, (pn | W)_0_v and 

(p1 | W)_1_v, …, (pn | W)_1_v are analyzed for each circuit 

line v. The impact of the individual faults on the reference 

signature can be pre-computed and stored, such that the 

final diagnosis step consists in finding all combinations of 

faults which can explain the difference Sobs(W)  Sref(W) to 

the full reference signature. This corresponds to solving a 

system of linear equations, and if a solution is found for a 

given line v, this line is identified as a candidate fault loca-

tion. The number of windows, in which line v is a candidate 

fault location, is used as a measure of evidence. The higher 

the evidence score is, the more likely a fault at line v is in 

fact the real cause of the failure, and is consequently ranked 

higher in the candidate list. If two faults explain the same 

number of windows, then the fault sensitized less often is 

considered the more likely candidate.  

To have a unique solution for the mentioned systems of 

equations, the number of variables should be less than or 

equal to the number of equations, which implies that the 

number of patterns in a window should be less than or equal 

to the number of bits in the MISR signature. Therefore this 

approach is suitable for deterministic test or mixed-mode 

test with short pseudo-random sequences. Applying it 

directly to long pseudo-random sequences would result in 

an extremely high volume of response data. 



III. NEW APPROACH 

The benefit of pseudo-random patterns in mixed-mode 

BIST is two-fold. On the one hand, they reduce the storage 

requirements for deterministic test data, and on the other 

hand, the potential coverage of non-target faults improves 

the test quality. To retain these advantages, the diagnosis 

approach presented in this section addresses mixed-mode 

patterns, which contain long pseudo-random sequences. 

Clearly, the key challenge is keeping the size of the 

response memory feasible without dropping important infor-

mation on non-target faults in the pseudo-random sequence. 

The main idea to achieve this goal is to identify regions of 

the pseudo-random test that provide essential diagnostic 

information. As a heuristic measure the detection profile for 

a given set of target faults F is used. “Strong” windows are 

determined, such that each target fault is covered by at least 

one “strong” window. The algorithm consists of a test 

generation, a partitioning, and the actual diagnosis step.  

A. Test Generation 

To generate a mixed-mode test with r pseudo-random 

patterns, first r patterns produced by the pseudo-random 

pattern generator of the target BIST architecture are fault 

simulated against a set of target faults F. The generated 

pseudo-random test is denoted by Trand(r), and the subset of 

detected faults by Frand(r). Then ATPG patterns are deter-

mined for the remaining hard to detect faults Fhard(r). The 

obtained deterministic test set is denoted by Tdet(r).  

B. Partitioning 

The basic procedure to partition the test into “strong” and 

“weak” diagnostic windows works as follows. 

(a) In a first step the “essential” random patterns are ex-

tracted from Trand(r). 

Definition: A subset Erand(r) in Trand(r) is called essential, 

if the patterns in Erand(r) detect all faults in Frand(r) and 

Erand(r) is a set of minimum cardinality with this property. 

As computing Erand(r) corresponds to solving a complex 

covering problem, the set of essential random patterns is 

approximated during fault simulation, using only those 

patterns of Thard(r) which detect a new fault. 

(b) Each essential pattern in Erand(r) defines a strong diag-

nostic window of length n = 2k. To simplify control, the 

strong windows are positioned around the essential patterns, 

such that the starting index of a window is a multiple of 2k 

(see Figure 2). I.e. if tj is an essential pattern, then the win-

dow around tj starts with pattern ti, where i = 2k · ( j div 2k ), 

and tj has position j mod 2k in the window. 

(c) To keep as much diagnostic information as possible 

on non-target faults, all random patterns between two strong 

diagnostic windows are treated as one “weak” diagnostic 

window. Thus, the size of a weak window can be a multiple 

of 2k, and a signature is generated only at the end of a weak 

diagnostic window. 

 

Figure 2: Strong diagnostic window. 

(d) Finally, the deterministic patterns Tdet(r) are divided 

into diagnostic windows of size 2k, which are also referred 

to as strong windows. Overall, the test is then structured as 

shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Aligned diagnostic windows. 

To minimize the number of strong windows, the number 

of essential random and deterministic patterns can be further 

reduced by reverse order fault simulation of the patterns in 

Erand(r)  Tdet(r) against F. Deleting unnecessary patterns 

provides reduced sets E
rand

*
(r) and Tdet

*
(r)  as the basis for the 

strong windows. The overall partitioning flow then proceeds 

as shown in Figure 4. 

The size of the response memory is determined not only 

by the number of strong windows, but also by their distribu-

tion in the pseudo-random sequence. As the weak windows 

can have varying size, additional control information is 

necessary to identify the beginning of weak and strong 

windows. If the number of strong diagnostic windows is 

large, this information is provided by tagging all patterns in 

the pseudo-random sequence with index 0 mod 2k appropri-

ately with one extra bit. If only few strong diagnostic win-

dows are needed, alternatively the index of the starting 

pattern (div 2k) can be stored with the compacted signature 

in the response memory. 



 

Figure 4. Partitioning the test into diagnostic windows. 

C. Diagnosis 

If faulty signatures are observed at the end of both weak 

and strong diagnostic windows, then the diagnosis proce-

dure of Section II is applied to the strong windows only. 

Fault simulation of the weak windows is used to validate the 

results. If several candidate fault locations can explain the 

faulty behavior with the same probability, then the reference 

signatures of the weak windows are analyzed in more detail 

to improve the diagnostic resolution. For this purpose the 

conditional stuck-at faults (p1 | W)_0_v, …, (pn | W)_0_v and 

(p1 | W)_1_v, …, (pn | W)_1_v are simulated for all affected 

weak windows W and all candidate fault locations v identi-

fied by the analysis of the strong windows. 

If a faulty signature appears only at the end of a weak 

window, then the direct diagnosis procedure described in 

[18] is applied (or any other direct diagnosis procedure that 

works on larger windows). 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Several experiments with industrial circuits have been 

performed to validate the mixed-mode diagnosis approach 

proposed in Section III. The relevant characteristics of the 

circuits, kindly provided by NXP, are listed in Table I.  

TABLE I. CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS 

Circuit #Gates #PPO Scan 

Chains 

Max. 

Length 

# Stuck-

at Faults 

p100k 84356 5829 270 53 162129 

p141k 152808 10502 264 45 283548 

p239k 224597 18495 260 61 455992 

p259k 298796 18495 360 61 607536 

p267k 239687 16621 260 62 366871 

p269k 239771 16621 360 62 371209 

p279k 257736 17835 385 59 493844 

p286k 332726 17835 385 60 648044 

p295k 249747 18521 330 62 472124 

p330k 312666 17468 320 64 540758 

 

The first column shows the circuit name, and columns 

two to five indicate the number of gates, the number of 

pseudo-primary outputs, the number of scan chains, and the 

length of the longest scan chain. The last column shows the 

number of collapsed stuck-at faults. 

In all experiments reported below, the set of target faults 

F comprises all stuck-at faults. Furthermore, 32-bit MISRs 

are used, and the test is partitioned into blocks of n = 32 

patterns. Consequently, strong diagnostic windows always 

contain 32 patterns, and weak diagnostic windows contain a 

multiple of 32 patterns.  

To analyze the impact of the pseudo-random patterns on 

the test data storage, a mixed-mode BIST with 4096 pseudo-

random patterns as used in [10] is compared to one with 

100000 pseudo-random patterns. Table II shows the 

achieved fault coverage after applying the complete test and 

the characteristics of the deterministic test set Tdet
*
(r)  for r = 

4096 and r = 100000 pseudo-random patterns.  

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF INPUT DATA 

Tdet
*
(4096)  Tdet

*
(100000)  Circuit Fault 

Coverage Patterns Spec. 

Bits 

Patterns Spec. 

Bits 

p100k 99.56% 414 60539 118 18843 

p141k 98.85% 704 375597 494  254410 

p239k 98.84% 618 162221 431  102537 

p259k 99.10% 830 221598 523 121104 

p267k 99.60% 678 393979 578  325800 

p269k 99.58% 693 396025 533 322150 

p279k 97.89% 917 397743 668 279820 

p286k 98.33% 1511 568528 935 365475 

p295k 99.15% 2553 579146 748 362839 

p330k 98.95% 5587 986122 5191 866846 

 

The fault coverage is identical in both cases, as the same 

commercial ATPG tool was used to detect as many faults in 

Fhard(r) as possible. For the respective deterministic test sets 

both the number of patterns and the overall number of 

specified bits are provided. As the table shows, for all cir-

cuits, the use of a larger number of inexpensive pseudo-

random patterns decreases the overall number of specified 

bits and thus the expected size of the seed memory.  

Concerning diagnosis, the test with the short pseudo-

random sequence is treated in the same way as in [10], i.e. 

the complete test is partitioned into 32-pattern windows. For 

the test with the long pseudo-random sequence, the strong 

and weak diagnostic windows are identified according to the 

method presented in Section III. Table III shows the results 

when 8 bits of the MISR are observed (o = 8) as recom-

mended in [10].  

For each window, 8 bits of the reference signature have to 

be stored in the response memory. So the number of win-

dows corresponds to the reference data in bytes. Addition-

ally, for the proposed approach each 32-pattern block must 

be tagged with one extra bit to identify the starting positions 

of strong windows. Therefore, the amount of control data in 

bytes is given by the overall number of patterns divided by 

32 · 8. 



TABLE III. COMPARISON OF DIAGNOSTIC DATA (O = 8)  

Response Memory using Weak and Strong 

Windows for r = 100000 

Circuit Response 

Memory 

for  r = 

4096 

[Byte] 

# Strong 

Windows  

# Weak 

Windows 

Control 

Data 

[Byte] 

Overall 

Cost 

[Byte] 

p100k 141 1279 470 391 2140 

p141k 150 1260 526 391 2177 

p239k 148 1405 524 391 2320 

p259k 154 1694 541 391 2626 

p267k 150 1325 496 391 2212 

p269k 150 1350 477 391 2218 

p279k 157 1776 593 391 2760 

p286k 176 2182 517 391 3090 

p295k 208 2575 415 391 3381 

p330k 303 1215 508 391 2114 

 

The response memory for the mixed mode BIST grows 

with the length of the pseudo-random sequence. However, 

this effect is overcompensated by the savings for the seed 

memory. As test pattern compression is out of the scope of 

this paper, the size of the seed memory is estimated by the 

overall number of specified bits. The results are summarized 

in Table IV.  

TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF OVERALL COST [BYTE] 

Mixed-Mode BIST with  

r = 4096 

Mixed-Mode BIST with  

r = 100000 

Circuit 

SM RM  SM RM  

p100k 7568 141 7709 2356 2140 4496 

p141k 46950 150 47100 31814 2177 33991 

p239k 20278 148 20426 12818 2320 15138 

p259k 27700 154 27854 15138 2626 17764 

p267k 49248 150 49398 40725 2212 42937 

p269k 49504 150 49654 40269 2218 42487 

p279k 49718 157 49875 34978 2760 37738 

p286k 71066 176 71242 45685 3090 48775 

p295k 72394 208 72602 45355 3381 48736 

p330k 123266 303 123569 108356 2114 110470 

 

Here SM denotes the estimated size of the seed memory, 

RM the size of the response memory, and  the overall size 

of seed and response memory. All entries are given in bytes. 

Comparing the overall memory requirements, it can be 

observed, that the mixed-mode BIST with 100000 patterns 

reduces the overall cost for all cases. 

In order to analyze the diagnostic accuracy, a total of 400 

faults have been randomly and uniformly injected into each 

circuit. The fault set consists of 100 stuck-at faults, 100 

crosstalk faults, 100 delay, and 100 wired-AND faults. The 

depth of the fail memory has been set to 100. That is, a 

maximum of 100 faulty responses, either from strong or 

weak windows can be stored in the fail memory and subse-

quently used for logic diagnosis. A fault is considered as 

correctly diagnosed, if it is one of the top 5 fault candidates 

in the ranked list after the responses in the fail memory have 

been analyzed. The diagnostic resolution is then computed 

as the percentage of faults that have been correctly diag-

nosed. Table V summarizes the results and compares them 

to the results achieved by the method proposed in [10]. Here 

4096 pseudo-random patterns are used and the complete test 

is partitioned into windows of 32 patterns.  

Table V shows that the proposed method slightly reduces 

the diagnostic for stuck-at faults in five cases (p100k, 

p269k, p295k, p286k, and p330k), which can be explained 

by the deletion of some of the stuck-at patterns. However, 

the diagnostic resolution for non-target faults is consider-

ably improved, except in one case (delay faults in p286k).  

Finally Table VI evaluates the impact of the weak 

windows. Column two lists the number of additionally 

detected non-target faults, while column 3 provides the 

number of faults which cannot be diagnosed correctly by 

analyzing the strong windows only. To achieve this 

improvement, the information obtained from the weak 

windows has been applied to the top 50 candidates identi-

fied by analyzing the strong windows only. Overall, the 

results show that the weak windows can both improve the 

defect coverage and diagnostic resolution. 

 

 

TABLE V. DIAGNOSTIC RESOLUTION 

Circuit Stuck-At Crosstalk Delay Wired AND 

 [10] r  = 100000 [10] r  = 100000 [10] r  = 100000 [10] r  = 100000 

p100k 99 % 98 % 86 % 93 % 90 % 92 % 96 % 96 % 

p141k 98 % 98 % 81 % 88 % 91 % 93 % 94 % 95 % 

p239k 98 % 98 % 87 % 91 % 92 % 97 % 97 % 99 % 

p259k 99 % 100 % 83 % 90 % 93 % 97 % 93 % 97 % 

p267k 99 % 99 % 74 % 82 % 88 % 95 % 92 % 93 % 

p269k 99 % 98 % 80 % 93 % 89 % 94 % 93 % 96 % 

p279k 95 % 95 % 78 % 89 % 87 % 90 % 91 % 95 % 

p286k 96 % 94 % 79 % 90 % 89 % 86 % 93 % 97 % 

p295k 95 % 94 % 70 % 78 % 69 % 74 % 88 % 88 % 

p330k 98 % 96 % 85 % 85 % 86 % 90 % 91 % 91 % 

 

 

 



TABLE VI. IMPACT OF WEAK WINDOWS FOR R = 100000  

Circuit 
Additionally Detected 

Non-Target Faults 

# Faults with 

Improved Diagnosis 

p100k 3 1 

p141k 3 4 

p239k 2 4 

p259k - - 

p267k 3 6 

p269k - 4 

p279k - 3 

p286k - - 

p295k - 4 

p330k 3 1 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Mixed-mode BIST provides an efficient solution for both 

manufacturing and in-field testing. Partitioning the pseudo-

random part of the test into strong and weak windows 

allows the seamless integration of test and diagnosis into a 

fully autonomous BISD scheme, which improves the cover-

age of non-target faults and provides a high diagnostic 

resolution at reduced hardware cost. 
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